Windows Software Engineer
Role Overview
As an 
Windows Software Engineer
you will join the core engineering team of Mobile Jazz. You
will work closely together with other mobile developers and backend engineers, as well as with
UX experts and graphic designers on delivering excellent consulting work for our international
clients.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Excellent engineering skills
Strong CS fundamentals (data structures, algorithms, design patterns, etc.)
Development of Windows Universal Apps (UWP) using C#
Creation of Windows Runtime Components using C++
UI design using XAML, especially customization of control templates
Creation of custom User Controls
LINQ query language
Multilanguage app development
Knowledge about Entity Framework Core
Proven experience in developing and shipping Windows Phone 8+ applications
Personal projects that show an aptitude for engineering and product sense
Motivated and proactive candidate with ability to work within the team
Experience with Git and project management tools (Jira, Asana)
University degree in Engineering, Computer Science or Technical Field is desirable
Experience with Android, iOS, web or backends is a plus
Excellent English and communication skills

How to Apply
Submit your application by sending a P
OST HTTP
request to
https://mobilejazz.com/jobs/apply
with ContentType set to “
application/json
”,
and a 
JSON
document as body with the following keys:
● “
name
”: Your real name as a String.
● “
email
”: Your email address where we can contact you as a String.
● “
about
”: Why you’re interested in this position and why you think you’re the right person
to get the job done, String.
● “
urls
”: Array of Strings, with URLs describing yourself. You can include as many as you
want, like your LinkedIn profile, GitHub, BitBucket, MasterBranch, etc.
● “
teams
”: Array of Strings, with one or many teams that apply to teams that you wish to
apply for. The values must be amongst the following: android, ios, windows, backend,
frontend, design.

About Mobile Jazz
We believe that mobile is the next big thing and are working on a range of products and
services to disrupt existing industries with fresh concepts and new technologies.
The people behind Mobile Jazz have been working in Mobile Technology since the advent of
the modern smartphone in 2008. During the past years we have gained a vast range of
experience and indepth knowledge within all major mobile platforms. We are highly proficient
across iOS & Android, enabling us to innovate in the mobile sector.
We are a distributed team of highly skilled engineers, designers and marketing experts with
headquarters in Barcelona and satellite offices in the United States, Dubai, Germany, Austria
and Poland. We have a beautiful 9th floor office in the center of Barcelona, equipped with a
kitchen and a (mostly) sunny terrace as well as a Wii U for the mental breaks and we embrace
flexible schedules and remote working.

